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BABY PLAY CARDS



BE PRESENT
Give them your full attention, cut out the noise and make it easy for them to listen and engage.

GET DOWN ON THE FLOOR
Being face to face means baby can see you and your facial expressions - plus you can see their 
responses better too. Try lots of positions like laying next to them or sitting with them on your lap.

MINDFUL
Try these activities when baby is in a playful mood. If they get tired or lose interest just stop and try 
again another time.

TALK
Explain what you are doing, use simple words and be expressive.

PATIENCE
Give them time to think and the opportunity to respond and communicate.

FUN
Being a bit silly helps get their attention and makes them happy. Relax and enjoy playing together.

BABY PLAY CARDS
Tips for your activities



0-6 months

Hide your face with a piece of material and slowly pull it away. Smile and say, “Peek-a-boo!”
If it doesn’t startle them try covering Baby’s face briefly – uncover and say, “Peek-a-boo!”
Using the same piece of material, play peek-a-boo with a favourite toy.
Being very close to baby cover your face again and see if they reach out in an attempt to pull the material away.

6-12 months

Hide your face with a piece of material and slowly pull the material away. Smile and say, “Peek-a-boo!”  Next 
time let baby try to pull the material from your face.
Play peek-a-boo with a toy by putting it under something close by. Ask, “Where’s Teddy?” and then bring the 
toy back and say, “Here’s Teddy!”
Hide yourself slightly behind something, wait for them to look and find you and then say, “Here I am”.

12-18 months

Making it a game hide a toy somewhere baby can find it and then look for it together. Ask, “Where’s Teddy 
gone?” and when you both find it say, “Here he is, he was hiding.” For older babies, introduce new words “I think 
he is behind the curtain.”
See if baby wants to hide. Pretend that you can’t find them and then when you do praise them and tell them 
how good they are at hiding.

ENGAGE & PLAY
Hide & seek



0-6 months

When they are old enough to smile, wait for them to smile and smile back. Taking turns for as long as they 
want.
When they start to laugh, take turns laughing.
Copy any noises they make and take turns.

6-12 months

Wait for a smile and smile back taking turns as long as they want.
Take turns blowing raspberries and tapping things. Copy babble and any noises they make.
Try making faces, does baby copy them? Go slow and exaggerate your facial expressions.

12-18 months

Take turns building bricks or stacking cups to make a tower – say, “My turn, your turn”.
Roll a ball on the floor between you while explaining what you are doing and encourage baby to roll it back to 
you.
Take turns in daily activities like mark making, putting items into a container and splashing in the bath.

ENGAGE & PLAY
Turn taking



0-6 months

During tummy time or just facing each other in any position use stackers or soft blocks to build a small tower 
in front of them.
Knock it down and start again.
Be expressive and tell them what’s happening using simple words.

6-12 months

Facing each other, with stackers or soft blocks build a small tower between you and knock it down and start 
again. Let baby try and hold the stackers or blocks and talk about what’s happening.
Build again and next time wait and see if they want to knock it down - you could help them by guiding their 
hand to the tower.

12-18 months

Numbering each level, build a tower between you and knock it down together.
Let them try building the tower. Give them lots of praise and encouragement as they go.

ENGAGE & PLAY
Building blocks



0-6 months

Touching each one as you say it, gently press baby’s body parts. Wait and see if baby responds with their eyes, 
smiles or any body movements.
Try tickling rhymes such as “This Little Piggy” and “Round and Round the Garden”.
Try songs like “If You’re Happy and You Know It” and touch baby’s head, clap their hands, stomp their feet etc 
or “Head, Shoulders, Knees and Toes”.

6-12 months

Touching each one as you say it, name baby’s body parts.
Gently nuzzle your head into their tummy, also try blowing raspberries and check they are enjoying it.
Try “Row Row Row the Boat” gently at first and over time they may prefer it more energetic.

12-18 months

Talk about and touch their different body parts. Ask what they would like tickling next and respond when baby 
tries to communicate - perhaps through looks or pointing.
Build anticipation into a tickling game. Say, “Ready, steady.......tickle!”

ENGAGE & PLAY
Physical play



0-6 months

Watch and copy their facial expressions.
Try wiggling your fingers in front of them or poke out your tongue. Even the smallest of movements is their
attempt at copying and communicating with you.

6-12 months

Sit opposite a mirror with baby and talk about what you can see. Make different facial expressions in the
mirror and see if they copy you.
Copy any movements they make.
Make silly noises and simple movements like clapping for them to copy and talk them through what you’re
doing.

12-18 months

Wave and see if baby will wave back.
Clap hands or try banging some pans with a wooden spoon and encourage them to copy you.

BABY TALK
Mirroring



0-6 months

Gently blow bubbles in front of baby. Be expressive and tell them what you’re doing. Are they tracking the
bubbles and enjoying it?

6-12 months

Blow bubbles in front of baby and watch them fall together - do they show that they want you to carry on?
Try blowing the bubbles onto a surface such as a mirror to see if they reach out to try and touch them.
Try and get a bubble to land on baby and see if they like it.

12-18 months

Blow bubbles with baby and use words like again to see if they want more.
Let baby try to blow and pop the bubbles - you could try to catch a bubble on your hand for them to pop it.
Does baby try to point or make a noise to show they are enjoying it and want more?

BABY TALK
Bubbles



0-6 months

Talk to baby about what you are doing in an exaggerated, interesting and repetitive way. Do they look at
you and make noises in return?
Listen to their story. Copy these sounds and show interest about what they have to say.
Respond not just with your voice but with smiles, big expressions, cuddles and clapping.

6-12 months

Try and have a little conversation where you respond “oh really?” and “tell me more” changing your tone and
engaging with them.
Talk and sing about what you are doing together such as, “Shall we make some lunch?”

12-18 months

If they say “der” when they point at a dog, praise them and say “dog” saying the word correctly.
Listen to what they are saying and try and say back what you think they are trying to tell you in a sentence.
Try and narrate what they are engaged with. If they see a bird flying you could say “Oh the bird has flown
away. Bye bye birdy” adding more complex words as they get older.

BABY TALK
Jackanory



0-6 months

Try blowing raspberries, tickling or nuzzling into their neck after building the anticipation of “Ready, steady...
I’m coming”.
You can also try nursery rhymes such as “This Little Piggy” and pausing for a response before ending with 
“wee wee wee all the way home”.

6-12 months

Using a wind up toy or anything you can push say “Ready, steady….” Wait for baby to make a noise or a
movement before saying, “Go” and let the toy go/push it along. Watch for any eye or body movement.
If baby doesn’t show a response say, “Go” and let the toy go/push it along.
Try building a tower and say, “Ready steady…go” and wait for a response before knocking it down.

12-18 months

Using a wind up toy, a tower of blocks, playing peek-a-boo, tickling or anything that builds anticipation say
“Ready, steady….” Wait for baby to respond before the final action. This will encourage them to
communicate.

BABY TALK
Anticipation


